The life of an educator today is not an easy one. You are extremely busy with district initiatives, grading, planning, meetings, and communicating with parents.

The ESC of Northeast Ohio hosts an Advanced Placement Network designed for teachers, guidance counselors and administrators. The AP Network is a collaborative effort to provide resources, engage in discussions and share instructional strategies.

**Meetings**
9:00 am—Noon  
Virtually  
Via ZOOM

**Cohort 1**  
October 6, 2021  
February 9, 2022

**Cohort 2**  
October 13, 2021  
February 16, 2022

**October Meetings Agenda**
College Board Update and Q&A with Joel Gulko  
AP Classroom PD  
Discussion time in breakout rooms with content area colleagues

This event will be split into two cohorts by content area. To register, and for more information about which cohort you are in, please contact roni.staimpel@escneo.org

The AP Network is facilitated by the ESC curriculum department.